Images captured under complicated rain conditions often suffer from noticeable degradation of visibility. The rain models generally introduce diversity visibility degradation, which includes rain streak, rain drop as well as rain mist. Numerous existing single image deraining methods focus on the only one type rain model, which does not have strong generalization ability. In this paper, we propose a novel end-to-end Neuron Attention Stage-by-Stage Net (NASNet), which can solve all types of rain model tasks efficiently. For one thing, we pay more attention on the Neuron relationship and propose a lightweight Neuron Attention (NA) architectural mechanism. It can adaptively recalibrate neuron-wise feature responses by modelling interdependencies and mutual influence between neurons. Our NA architecture consists of Depthwise Conv and Pointwise Conv, which has slight computation cost and higher performance than SE block by our contrasted experiments. For another, we propose a stage-by-stage unified pattern network architecture, the stage-by-stage strategy guides the later stage by incorporating the useful information in previous stage. We concatenate and fuse stage-level information dynamically by NA module. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed NASNet significantly outperforms the state-of-theart methods by a large margin in terms of both quantitative and qualitative measures on all six public large-scale datasets for three rain model tasks.
Introduction
Images taken under complicated rainy condition often contain some of undesired artifacts, which can severely affect the human visual perceptual assessment and the performance of the high-level computer vision tasks, e.g., person re-identification [37] , visual tracking [24] [23] , object detection [7] . In the past decades, we have witnessed more and Figure 1 . The rain mist, rain drop and rain streak model examples. The first column is the rain image, the second column is our NASNet outputs, the last column is the ground truth. more researchers develop various algorithms in single image deraining. Early deraining methods focus on the image priors methods [33, 15, 3, 42, 1, 12, 20] . With the rising-up of the deep learning technology, lots of CNN-based models [38, 11, 17, 41, 18, 35, 30, 5] have been proposed. There are usually three major rain model categories: raindrop, rain streak, as well as rain mist.
Although these state-of-the-art methods can produce reasonable results on different rain model datasets, the main limitation of these algorithms is that they are specially designed to deal with certain rain model task on certain dataset. Referring to [17] , most of their methods does not have a good generalization ability and network capacity, which is reflected in the fact that they do not achieve satisfactory results when applied to other rain removal tasks. For example, rain streak removal methods apply to rain drop task in Section 4.3. In this paper, we focus on automatically generating sharp rain-free image from a rainy input, and propose a Neuron Attention Stage-by-Stage Net for single image deraining which can cope with all above rain models.
The emergence of ResNet [8] makes it possible to build larger and larger networks which imposes a significant increasement in model complexity. The contradiction is that lightweight network deployment on the mobile side is an inevitable trend. Furthermore, since the attention [34, 43, 32] as a mechanism to recalibrate the informative components has been widely used in plenty of AI tasks. To solve the above questions, we propose an efficient and lightweight attention structure rather than simply stacking network layers based on the original network to improve the network capacity and flexibility. It can explicitly model the interdependencies between the neurons of convolutional features in network, through which our NA combining the spatial information in each channel and the depth information in each space to selectively emphasize the informative neurons rather than unimportant ones. As we all know, convolutional filters can fuse channel-wise and spatial-wise relationship together within local receptive fields to combine the structure information in last convolutional features. Consequently, the output after the convolution is unable to exploit contextual information outside of the local region in the last layer of convolution.
From NA, we recalibrate the value of each neuron response and value by fusing the information of peripheral neurons. Meanwhile, the peripheral neurons correspond to their local receptive field information in the last convolutional features. Consequently, it breaks the limitation that the response of this neuron can only obtain information from the last convolutional local receptive fields.
It has been proved by Hu et al.'s [10] that the benefits of attention mechanism can be accumulated through the entire network whether it is in the early layers to share low-level representations or in the later layers to response specialized tasks. We significantly improve the network's representation capacity by stacking a series of NA structures in our NASNet to perform dynamic Neuron-wise information recalibration. And extensive experiments also demonstrate that our NA has slight computation cost and higher performance than SE block [10] . Because of the complexity of three rain models, we decided to make most of multiple stages pattern to design our network, while adding stage-level feature concatenation and fusion structure by dynamically recalibrating neuron-wise response. The previous stage's information can guide the later stages' study and enable redundant information to go to deep layers without too much processing. Ablation experiments show that stage-level feature concatenation and adaptive recalibration bring out huge performance improvement.
It has been demonstrated by Lim et al.'s [21] that stacked residual blocks, skip connections and Local Residual Learning can be used to construct high-performance CNN. Con-sequently, Our NASNet with Global Residual Learning contains multiple stages, each stage with long skip connection combines a number of blocks, each block with Local Residual Learning consists of many convolution operations with short skip connection, adaptive and dynamic recalibration by NA.
By adopting NASNet, we achieve the best results on six datasets for three rain model tasks. Experiments demonstrate that our NASNet outperforms previous state-of-theart methods both quantitatively and qualitatively. The ablation experiments and component analysis confirm our network architecture's efficiency and necessity.
Our Contribution
Main contributions of our paper are listed as follows:
• We propose an end-to-end Neuron Attention Stageby-Stage Net (NASNet) for single image deraining, NASNet has excellent network capacity and generalization ability than those who can only deal with certain rain model on certain dataset. It outperforms previous state-of-the-art algorithms on all six public largescale datasets and rain streak, rain drop as well as rain mist models.
• We propose a lightweight but novel neuron attention (NA) structure. Our NA can adaptively recalibrate neuron-wise feature response by dynamically modeling the interdependencies of neurons. It has less computation cost, breaks the limitation of local receptive fields in last layers, achieves the remarkable results while imposing only a slight network burden.
• We propose a stage-by-stage pattern architecture while adding the stage-level features concatenation and dynamic fusion module by recalibrating the neuron-wise response. The result shows this architecture can cope with three complex rain models, ablation experiments also demonstrate that both stage-by-stage pattern and stage-level feature concatenation module can bring out huge performance improvement.
• We make most of the network-level Global Residual Learning, Stage-level Long Skip Connection, blocklevel Local Residual Learning, and convolution-level short skip connection, adaptive and dynamic recalibration. By combining these operations, the performance of our NASNet is further improved.
Related work 2.1. Single Image Deraining Methods
Prior-based algorithms. Early prior-based methods have been proposed to deal with rain image by designing hand-crafted priors based on statistics to solve these problems. For example, sparse coding-based methods [44, 15, 20] , low-rank representation-based methods [3, 40] . GMM-based (Gaussian Mixture Model) model [19] to separate the streak layer, have achieved the satisfactory result. However, these prior-based methods limit the capacity to remove the rain, they can not recover the high-frequency texture background and image details [15, 40] .
CNN-based algorithms. With big data driven and computing power greatly improved, CNN-based algorithms have achieved immense success in almost all computer vision tasks including single image deraining [18, 17, 16, 39] . Yang et al.'s [38] develop a multi-task deep learning architecture that learns the binary rain streak map. Fu et al.'s [5] use a prior image domain knowledge by focusing on high frequency detail during training, which removes background interference and focuses the model on the structure of rain in images. Zhang et al.'s [41] propose method enables the network itself to automatically determine the raindensity information and then efficiently remove the corresponding rain-streaks guided by the estimated rain density label. Ren et al.'s [31] provide a simpler baseline deraining network by considering network architecture, input and output, and loss functions.
CNN with attention mechanism algorithms. Attention can be viewed as a tool or mechanism to process the most important components of input signals [13, 14, 26] . The attention mechanism achieved dominant success in image deraining task. Qian et al.'s [30] apply an attentive generative network using adversarial training, their main idea is to inject visual attention into both the generative and discriminative networks. Li et al.'s [18] assign different alpha-values to various rain streak layers according to the intensity and transparency by incorporating the squeeze-and-excitation block. Hu et al.'s [11] design an end-to-end deep neural network, where they train it to learn depth-attentional features via a depth-guided attention mechanism. Wang et al.'s [35] propose spatial attentive residual blocks to remove rain streaks in a local-to-global manner.
Rain Models
Taking the rain density, wind velocity, raindrop size factors into consideration, rain can introduce a few types of visibility degradation. Most of previous works focus on rain streak removal task, it can not cover all rain model problems obviously. We divide the rain model into three categories: rain streak, raindrop and rain mist.
Rain streak. Rain streak image R s can be viewed as the composition of the rain-free background scene B and the line-shape rain streak layer S:
Rain streaks can occlude and reduce the visibility of the background scene. We can obtain the clear image B by removing the streak layer S. Rain drop. Raindrops D attached to camera lens, window glass will obstruct, deform the clean background scenes B, thereby forming a Rain drop image R d .
where M is a binary mask and means element-wise multiplication. M (x) = 1, if a pixel x belong to raindrop region, and otherwise means it is a part of background. The goal is to obtain the rain-free image B from a given input R d . Rain mist. Distant rain streaks S accumulate and produce atmospheric veiling effects in a manner more like haze or mist phenomenon R m . This situation often occurs in real outdoor rain scenes. The presence of Rain mist will greatly affect the visibility of objects and scene in the captured rainfree image B. Based on the atmosphere scattering model [28, 2, 29] , it is modeled as the blow formulation: where t and A are the transmission map and global atmospheric light in atmosphere scattering model. These two parameters can determine the presence and concentration of mist. We are committed to solving the problem of the combination of rain and mist.
Proposed model
We propose an end-to-end NASNet to remove rain artifacts in a stage-by-stage manner, as shown in Fig.2 . The whole architecture consist of a stage-by-stage unified architecture, we make most of the network-level Global Residual Learning, stage-level Long Skip Connection, block-level Local Residual Learning, and convolution-level short skip connection, adaptive and dynamic recalibration.
Neuron Attention (NA)
Our proposed NA module in Fig.3 is lightweight but novel, it is committed to greatly improving the sensitivity of information processing compared with other conventional networks. In this way, we can focus more attention on valuable neurons or features, which can be explored in the subsequent convolution operation. NA can adaptively and dynamically recalibrate neuron-wise response by modelling interdependencies and mutual influence between neurons, which mainly relies on two operations, depthwise convolution and pointwise convolution.
Depthwise Convolution. We use depthwise convolution (upper right of Fig.3 ) to make full use of the spatial information in each channel. Depthwise Convolution is completed in a two-dimensional plane, and the number of filter is the same as the depth of the last layer. After the depthwise con-volution, we apply a simple gate mechanism ReLU activation [27] to realize nonlinearity property. These operations can be formulated as:
where δ denotes the ReLU activation function, c denotes c-th feature, W d is the weight set of a depthwise convolution operation. Y c stands for the middle output of the c-th feature.
Pointwise Convolution. In order to tackle the issue of that Depthwise Convolution can not effectively utilize the information of different maps in the same spatial location, we then adopt the Pointwise Convolution operation (bottom right of Fig.3 ), whose convolution kernel size is 1×1, where depth denotes the number of feature map of last layer. The final output of Pointwise Convolution is obtained by employing a sigmoid activation function. These operations can be formulated as:X
The σ denotes the sigmoid activation function.X denotes the final result, and W p stands for the weight set of a pointwise convolution operation.
The extensive experiments and component analysis prove that NA can achieve remarkable results while imposing only a slight network burden.
Stage-by-Stage Unified Pattern Architecture
Considering the complexity of rain models, we specifically designed our network structure in a stage-by-stage unified pattern to better remove rain artifacts from the input. Our whole network contains three stage structure, each stage with long skip connection combining multiple blocks, each block with Local Residual Learning consisting of many convolution operations with short skip connection, adaptive and dynamic recalibration. At last, we add a Global Residual Learning operation and a stage-level features concatenation and dynamic fusion structure.
The stage-by-stage strategy can guide the later stage by incorporating the useful information in the previous stage, selectively handling more important information, making the redundant information go to deep layer without too much processing.
Ablation experiments and component analysis show that Stage-by-Stage architecture and stage-level feature concatenation can bring out huge performance improvement.
Loss Function
We minimize the following joint loss function L to train our NASNet:
The L SSIM can be expressed as:
Where pred is the predicted result and gt is the rain-free image. We use the standard L 1 loss to measure the perpixel reconstruction accuracy rather than L 2 loss according to [21] . L SSIM [36] has also been widely adopted in image restoration tasks [6] . L SSIM indicates the structural similarities between the output and clear image.
Experiments

Training Settings
In the training process, we use a batch size of two with the crop size of 240 × 240, we augment data by randomly rotate 90,180,270 degrees and horizontal flip. The number of feature map is 64, and the kernel size is 3 × 3. The initial learning rate is 2 × 10 −4 , RAdam [22] optimization algorithm is used, the parameters take default value. Cosine annealing strategy [9] is adopted to adjust it. The entire network is trained for up to 3 × 10 5 iterations using PyTorch framework with two RTX 2080Ti GPUs.
Metrics
We evaluate the performance of different image deraining methods on six public large-scale datasets and three rain model tasks. The widely used peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR) and structure similarity index (SSIM) metrics are adopted to quantify output image quality. We also provide a comparison of the output images for human subjective assessment.
Datasets and Experimental Results
In this section, we will introduce some public largescale datasets that appear in the experimental section and compare NASNet metrics with previous state-of-the-art image deraining methods both quantitatively and qualitatively. These methods include DDN [5] , JORDER [38] , DID-MDN [41] , DerainDropGAN [30] , RESCAN [18] , DAF-Net [11] , SPANet [35] , PReNet [31] .
As more and more researchers pay attention to the rain removal task, plenty of deraining datasets are proposed. These large-scale datasets undoubtedly promote the development of the rain removal field. The previous works mainly focused on the synthetic rain streak removal datasets. Recently, a series of real world rain datasets or rain drop, rain mist datasets are published in succession.
Rain100L and Rain100H image datasets
(1)Rain100L is the synthetic dataset with only one type of rain streak. (2)Rain100H is the synthetic dataset with five streak directions. The images for Rain100H and Rain100L are selected from BSD200 [25] 
SPA-REAL dataset
The author did not name the (3) 
Qualitative Comparisons
Besides the PSNR, SSIM objective metrics, we conduct the human assessment for subjective evaluation. We further provide a large amount of output image comparisons. The visual comparisons of our NASNet with previous stateof-the-art methods are in Fig. 4 . The first six rows' rain streak and rain drop results are conducted on the synthesized datasets , including Rain100H, MPID-streak, MPID-drop. We can clearly see that our results are very close to the real natural scene. DID-MDN [41] , RESCAN [18] can't completely remove the rain streak. The Derain-DropGAN deforms and twists in some high-frequency areas such as the lower-right corner road in row4, the stairs and junctions in the middle building in row 5 and the windows at the left side of the building in row 6, DerainDrop-GAN is also unsatisfactory in the performance of color fidelity. The last three rows are on the real rain image dataset SPA-REAL. Our results remove the rain artifacts almost entirely, and they are more similar to rain-free images. Compared with SPANet, our NASNet achieves the remarkable performance, SPANet can clearly see the existence of raindrops and rain streak.
Ablation Study and Component Analysis
Neuron Attention (NA) Analysis
We mainly analyze the lightness and efficiency of our NA module.
Lightness: The lightness of our NA module is revealed in the fact that the sum of the parameters of Depthwise Convolution and Pointwise Convolution is about one third of the parameters of default convolution operation. Hu et al.' [10] squeeze-and-excitation (SE) block is a commonly used and popular attention block. We compare the parameters of SE block with our NA module in different settings, as shown in Fig.5 , where k stands for kernel size, reduction denotes feature map reducing to 1/reduction in the middle operation. Furthermore, our NASNet's total parameters are 6, 508, 931. It will reduce to 6, 244, 931, if we remove all NA module. Consequently, we can draw a full conclusion that our NA will impose slight network burden.
Architecture
Total parameters NASNet 6, 508, 931 NASNet without NA 6, 244, 931 From the table.7 results, we can see that the attention mechanism can improve the network flexibility and capacity. Our NA achieves more remarkable performance than SENet.
Stage-by-Stage Pattern Analysis
In this section, we will analyze the effectiveness of our Stage-by-Stage pattern architecture with the last concatenation and fusion module by NA. Specifically, we set the number of stage to 1, 2, 3, 4 to compare their network performance respectively. We conduct our experiments on the Rain100H dataset, the specific PSNR/SSIM metrics can be seen in the From the table, we can easily find out that the network performance improves gradually with the increase of the number of stages. When the number of stages changes from 3 to 4, the performance improvement is not so obvious. However, the larger number of stages costs more training time and consumes more computing resources. As a tradeoff, we use stages=3 for our NASNet network.
Stage-level Information Concatenation and Fusion
In order to further analyze the efficiency of every component of our network structure, we ultimately conduct ablation experiments on the concatenation and fusion module. The experiments are training and testing on the SPA-REAL dataset with initial learning rate 1 × e − 4 and 2 × e 5 steps, one net is NASNet, the other is DirectNet (that is, without stage-level information concatenation and fusion module). The comparison results are as follows: The comparison results show that concatenation and fusion module can bring out performance result. It enhances the NASNet's capacity.
Conclusion
This paper proposes an end-to-end Neuron Attention Stage-by-Stage Net (NASNet) for single image deraining. It has excellent generalization, which can achieve remarkable results on six public datasets for three rain models. Our proposed lightweight but novel NA module can adaptively and dynamically recalibrate neuron-wise response, we believe that NA can still play an important role in different field tasks. Our stage-by-stage pattern architecture can provide more thinking and reference for solving rain removal or other field problems. The ablation experiments and component analysis also prove that our structure has their own efficiency and necessity. Finally, we are curious to explore the contribution of our NA in other image processing fields.
